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Abstract
We describe a goal recognition problem for tasks where agents design plans or plan-like programs
in an interactive environment. For these problems, a goal is an entire design rather than the state
that results from a plan’s execution. We introduce a specific application as a case study, C ERBREC,
which is a platform for designing machine learning models as plan-like artifacts. It is used in this
paper as both a case study for our approach as well as the tool used to implement our solution. Our
solution is an autoencoding transformer architecture adapted from language modeling that supplies
a heuristic function for a planner to generate suggested user actions that bring the user’s current
model in C ERBREC to a goal state. Though the problem is widely applicable, we have not seen any
attempts to formalize the sub-type of problem or learn from the trajectory of plans created by the
user during the design process.

1. Introduction
Planning agents create plans to achieve a goal state, and the typical goal recognition problem is to
infer the goal state of an agent from observed or partially observed plan steps (Kautz et al., 1986;
Ramírez & Geffner, 2009; Shvo & McIlraith, 2020). Of practical significance is a sub-type of
problem that we identify in this work, where planning agents take actions to design a plan, and the
agent’s goal is the final plan design. In other words, we model goal recognition for a plan-space
planning agent where the steps the agent takes are actions like add steps and bindings and remove
steps and bindings on a path towards creating the final plan. The corresponding sub-type of goal
recognition problem is to determine the plan that the agent intends to design. Though similar to the
plan recognition problem because the form of a solution is a plan, it is distinct because the trajectory
of observations are plans, not observed plan steps that are part of a single plan. For non-rational
agents, these problems are not equivalent.
Rather than acting directly in an environment, imagine an agent is designing a plan on a whiteboard, incrementally adding steps and bindings, accidentally creating plans that are not executable,
and sometimes undoing their previous actions (Figure 1). An observer that wishes to be helpful will
predict the intended plan design in order to provide the most helpful recommendation. For example,
if the planning agent makes an error i.e. some plan constraint is violated, then perhaps the observing
agent can correctly infer the desired plan and have its suggestion accepted by the planning agent.
This has relevance to the class of intelligent user interface recommender systems (Bohnenberger &
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Figure 1. A depiction of the plan-design goal recognition problem. The agent designs a plan, depicted with
a whiteboard to illustrate that each action is an edit to a plan rather than an action in the base environment.
During the design process, the agent may create invalid plans. The observer uses the sequence of design steps
(edits) and infers a valid goal plan that best explains the design trajectory.

Jameson, 2001; Du et al., 2019) where specifically, users are designing a plan-like artifact such as
for data flow visual programming tools (Hils, 1992; Dinmore & Boylls, 2010), intelligent coding
tutors (Price et al., 2016, 2019), robot behavior design tools (Datta et al., 2012), narrative authoring
assistants (Thomas & Young, 2006; Stefnisson & Thue, 2018), game design assistants (Nelson &
Mateas, 2008; Smith et al., 2010), experiment design assistants (Percie du Sert et al., 2017), dialogue workflow design assistants (Yi & Jung, 2017; Allen et al., 2018), and deep learning model
building assistants (Adhikari, 2021).
C ERBREC is a visual modeling platform that lets users create a plan-like model to operate over
input data such as through text and numerical operations. The resulting C ERBREC model is reusable for new data and so it is the entire plan, not just the result, that is the goal artifact. Though
the plan-design environment is fully observable and deterministic, users may violate constraints
that allow data to be operated on, e.g., they forgot to transpose an array for a matrix multiplication
operation, or they did not tile a scalar value to the correct array size. Our objective is to maximize the
productivity of C ERBREC users by providing them with suggestions. Figure 2 shows a screenshot
of the C ERBREC platform.
In this paper, we provide an initial formulation of plan-design goal recognition, ground the
formalization for the C ERBREC platform, outline a learning approach (which is implemented with
C ERBREC), and walk through an example prediction.

2. Related Work
The objective of goal recognition is to infer a goal that best accounts for the observed behavior of
an agent (Shvo & McIlraith, 2020) and is a sub-type of the plan recognition problem where the goal
state and some set of intermediate plan states are also inferred (Kautz et al., 1986; Carberry, 2001;
Pattison & Long, 2011). Sometimes plan and goal recognition problems are lumped together as
plan and goal recognition (PGR) (Höller et al., 2018). Agents are frequently modeled as planners,
sometimes called "plan recognition as planning" (PRP) (Ramírez & Geffner, 2009; Pereira et al.,
2
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Figure 2. A screenshot of the C ERBREC platform gives users a no-code interface for developing models such
as for text cleaning and machine learning classifiers. In the central grid area, the boxes are operations that can
be dropped in from the left panel. Each operation’s inputs are on its left side, and its outputs are on its right
side. The inputs are supplied either by another operation in a binding link, or supplied through a bootstrapped
datum (oval). At the bottom, the ground data components are displayed along with their data shape, type,
and operation that produced them. C ERBREC is one application of the PDGR: users create a plan-like base
model via plan-design interaction like add and remove, and the platform observes the user and predicts the
goal base plan.

2017) either with classical planners or probabilistic planners (Ramírez & Geffner, 2010; Pattison &
Long, 2011) with different levels observability and noise in the environment for the observer (Geib
& Goldman, 2005; Ramirez & Geffner, 2011; Sohrabi et al., 2016; Keren et al., 2020). One typically
distinguishes probabilistic PRP from statistical models like simple n-grams (Blaylock & Allen,
2003; Mott et al., 2006), variable-order Markov models (Armentano & Amandi, 2009), Markov
logic networks (Ha et al., 2011; Min et al., 2016), and more recent deep learning approaches like
CNN and LSTM networks (Maynard et al., 2019; Borrajo et al., 2020) via the degree a planning
domain theory is used (Borrajo et al., 2020).
Goal recognition also can be distinguished by whether the task is performed actively or off-line.
The merit of active goal recognition is that an observing agent can intervene and elicit or expedite
learning the goals of another agent (Shvo & McIlraith, 2020; Amos-Binks & Cardona-Rivera, 2020).
If successful, then agents could take anticipatory steps that leverage considering the goals of other
agents (Amos-Binks et al., 2020) such as to help assist the user (Armentano & Amandi, 2012) or
select dramatically appropriate actions in an interactive narrative (Cardona-Rivera & Young, 2015).
3
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Off-line goal recognition can be appropriate for designing environments (Keren et al., 2014) by
shaping the environment such that observations are goal-revealing.
Goal recognition in path planning domains may be relevant to our learning approach which encodes plans as continuous vectors. Vered & Kaminka (2017) utilizes active goal recognition for
motion planning, where the task begins with an initial pose of an agent, and each observation is a
specific point or trajectory in a continuous space. A planner generates optimal plans for each goal
that includes all observations. To improve efficiency, they use a heuristic to decide if the planner
should recompute (reducing the number of calls necessary) and they prune goals that are very unlikely from subsequent calls to the planner. Masters & Sardina (2018) address goal recognition
for path planning by creating a cost difference heuristic that addresses the fact that agents may be
unlikely to both be on an optimal path and to have passed through the observed locations.
Our task involves goal recognition with two planning domains, the underlying base planning
domain and the domain modeling how the user interacts with the base plan. In bipartite partial-order
causal-link planning (BiPOCL) (Winer & Young, 2016b,a, 2017) one planning domain contains
schemata whose effects create constraints for another planning domain problem. The purpose in that
work is to provide a way for a storytelling agent to design stories that fit some intended discourselevel narrative goals such as what kind of story to tell and what kinds of elements are needed to
tell it. Some elements of our formalism are similar in some ways because we distinguish the base
planning domain from a higher-level one containing predicates that characterize base plan using a
specialized plan description language.
This work introduces the C ERBREC platform for interactive model development which addresses many issues that model developers face with existing modeling frameworks such as being
error-prone for data shape and type inconsistency (Islam et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019, 2020), having a lack of profiling and debugging tools (Zhang et al., 2019), running out of compute resources
(Zhang et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2020), serving models in different use cases (Chen et al., 2020), and
overall confusing model building API methods (Humbatova et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Chen
et al., 2020). To further help users, the motivation for our work is to make C ERBREC an adaptive
interface that learns from interaction traces to make better predictions about users (Langley, 1999)
and improve the experience for model development. There are other systems with similar visual
programming functionality for model development such as DARVIZ (Sankaran et al., 2017) and
DL-IDE (Tamilselvam et al., 2019) (also see their review of other systems), but many of these systems are non-hierarchical, require writing code (they don’t decompose to primitive level operations
like add and multiply), still require setting up servers and libraries, or don’t let you see a sample
of your data flow through the model. Ultimately, they don’t follow a principled means-ends design
that enables them to be leveraged by a planner to perform goal recognition as planning. At the time
of writing, C ERBREC is in the beta testing phase1 and will be available by the end of the year as a
no-subscription platform.
1. www.cerbrec.com
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3. Problem Formulation
In goal-recognition, the most likely goal of an agent is identified or inferred from a sequence of
observations (Kautz et al., 1986; Pattison & Long, 2011). In plan-design goal recognition (PDGR),
agents are observed taking steps in a plan-design domain where each step is an edit to a base plan
in a base planning domain, and the task is to infer the most likely valid base plan that the agent
intends to design.
More formally, the Plan-design Goal Recognition Problem is defined as:
P DGR = hB, D, Id , Obsi
where
• B represents a base planning domain with operators and constraint predicates over typed
variables and a plan is valid just if no constraint is violated,
• D is the plan-design domain whose states are plans in B
• Id is the initial design state: a (partial) base plan with an initial state containing ground
objects, a set of steps and bindings, no (known) goal state, and
• Obs is an alternating sequence of base plans and plan-design actions
Obs = Id , d0 , b0 , ..., df , bf
The solution to the problem is the (valid) base plan that best explains the plan design steps.
gπ = argmaxb∈B P r(b|Obs)
Next, we introduce the C ERBREC base domain (i.e., a domain for operating over data) and the
plan-design domain (a domain for modifying base plans).

4. C ERBREC
The C ERBREC platform is a visual programming tool for users to create data-flow models on a
remote server without coding. The user draws on a graph representing a plan-like network of data
where nodes in the plan are operations. The user imports or bootstraps data that is then sourced into
the model and then operated upon by the operations in the model’s plan. The purpose of C ERBREC is
to provide users with a no-code tool to develop data-based models such as for learning parameters
and serving model results. Each action by the user is an editing of the plan, and the C ERBREC
system executes as much as the plan as is valid and can execute from the initial state.
Figure 3 shows a typical natural language processing workflow for C ERBREC where the user
starts from data, splits each sentence into tokens, converts each token to a vocab index, and then
runs through multiplication layers of a classifier. Each of these components is composite (illustrated through the expand icon) and can be selected to view its sub-plan which itself may contain
composite operations.
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Figure 3. Typical natural language processing workflow represented as a C ERBREC plan with composite actions. The plan is not complete because the Vocab input is not supplied with data.

4.1 Base Domain
The base domain characterizes the kinds of models that users can create in C ERBREC from initial
data. Each initial datum is typed
types = {integer, decimal, boolean, text, datetime, enum}
n (a list of positive integers) where if n = 0 then the datum is scalar, if n = 1
and has a shape Z+
the shape is a 1D array and its first (0-th) dimension’s value is the length of that array, n = 2 is 2D,
e.g., shape [2, 2] is a 2x2 array, and so on.
Each variable represents a datum and is either ground or non-ground (but may have constraints). The domain characterizes these constraints which provide partial criteria for a datum. For
example, {d}_is_integer_or_decimal indicates that datum substituting variable d is an integer or
decimal, {d}_has_min_size_{2}_at_dim_{0} indicates that datum d’s first dimension (0) has at
least size 2, etc. More examples are shown in Table 1.
The C ERBREC domain is the base domain, B, in the C ERBREC instance of the P DGR. The
C ERBREC operation schemata have a similar purpose to classic STRIPS operator schemata (Fikes
& Nilsson, 1971) and are defined slightly differently because of the nature of the task. A schema is
a template for an operation step in a plan.

Definition 1 (C ERBREC Primitive Operation Schema) Represented as hα, I, O, Ci where α is a
name, I is a set of input variables, O is a set of output variables, I ∩ O = ∅, and C is a set of n-ary
constraints over I ∪ O. Notation: if s is an operation instance of a schema, then sI and sO refer
to the inputs and outputs of s, respectively. s is executable if every input in I is supplied by ground
data, and if s is executable then each datum in O is ground.
Predicate
{}_data_type_is_decimal
{}_is_less_than_{}
{}_num_dims_is_same_as_{}
{}_is_less_than_size_of_array_{}_at_dim_index_{}
{}_{}_dimension_is_equal_to_{}_{}

Meaning
0th term is decimal
0th term scalar number is less than 1st term is scalar number
0th and 1st terms have same number of dimensions in shape
1st term’s shape at index of 2nd term is greater than scalar
number provided in 0th term
0th and 2nd terms are non-scalar arrays, and their data shapes
at index provided by 1st and 3rd term, respectively, are equal

Table 1. Example constraint predicates for operations in the base C ERBREC planning domain.
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Each schema α represents a template method which accepts input variables I and generates
outputs O if constraints C hold. For example, schema ADD has the following structure:
{

"name" : "add",
"inputs" : [
{
"name": "left_operand",
"data": null
},
{
"name": "right_operand",
"data": null
}
],
"outputs" : [
{
"name": "added_result",
"data": null
}
],
"constraints" : [
"{left_operand}_data_type_is_integer_or_decimal",
"{left_operand}_shape_is_the_same_as_{right_operand}",
"{right_operand}_data_type_is_the_same_as_{left_operand}",
"{added_result}_data_type_is_the_same_as_{right_operand}",
"{added_result}_shape_is_the_same_as_{right_operand}"
]}

A schema is the template from which instances are constructed, and we refer to a schema instance
as an operation. The variables in operations can be supplied with data and linked together such that
they have equal value.
so ,ti

Definition 2 (C ERBREC Binding Link) Represented as s −−−→ t where s, t are operations and
so ∈ sO , ti ∈ tI are variables, indicating that for any grounding of variables, so = ti . Terminology:
t consumes so via ti , and ti is supplied by s via so . s is a causal ancestor of t as is any ancestor of
s, transitively, and t is a causal descendant of s as is any descendant of t, transitively.
Note that every operation creates new objects (i.e. new data), and the binding link refers to a
binding between variables, not a binding between preconditions and effects. Thus, unlike classic
planning, ground objects do not persist beyond the operations that consume them, though they are
still relevant because they affect the shape and type of data in the output in their causal descendants.
The constraints in each operation prescribe how the shape and type of the inputs affects the outputs,
and vice versa, which combined with binding links form a constraint graph. Looking at an example
in Figure 4, even though the transpose operation is not supplied with ground data, the binding link
to left_operand of the add operation (with shape [3, 2], decimal) constrains what is a valid shape
and type for the input of transpose ([2, 3], decimal).
Definition 3 (C ERBREC Plan) Represented as hDin , S, L, Dout i where Din is an input processing
dummy operation whose outputs are the initial data, S is a set of C ERBREC operations, and L is
7
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Figure 4. An example of constraints propagating through the plan. Even though the transpose operation
is not supplied with ground data, the binding link to left_operand of the add operation (e.g., with shape
[3, 2], decimal) constrains what is a valid shape and type for the input of transpose (e.g., to [2, 3], decimal).

a set of C ERBREC binding links, and Dout is an output processing dummy operation whose inputs
so ,ti
are the final data. The plan is valid just if for every s −−−→ t ∈ L, so and ti are consistent given
the constraints in S, every input of every step is supplied by exactly one link, and the graph formed
by binding links and operations is acyclic. The plan is complete just if every input variable of every
step in S is supplied by ground data and therefore every output variable of every step is ground.
The C ERBREC plan is reusable for different data input, so long as the data provided is valid
given the constraints. Plans can be constructed hierarchically via composite operations which define
a sub-plan for how its inputs are transformed into its outputs. A schema is considered composite if
it is associated with a sub-plan.
Definition 4 (C ERBREC Composite Schema) Represented as hα, I, O, πsub i where α, I, O are defined as with primitive schemata, and πsub is a C ERBREC plan whose dummy input operation’s
output is I whose dummy output operation’s input is O. A composite operation is valid just if its
sub-plan is valid and complete just if its sub-plan is complete.
Users can drop in pre-built composite operations or create their own and can then click into them
to view their sub-plan. Composites help users organize the level of abstraction they are working on,
and every composite is accessible by an API making it worthwhile to organize a project around the
inputs and outputs of a composite.
4.2 C ERBREC Plan-Design Domain
Users interact with a C ERBREC plan in the C ERBREC platform’s environment. The interaction is
modeled as a planning domain with STRIPS operator schemata (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971) where each
schema has preconditions indicating whether the operation can execute on the base plan and effects
that indicate add or remove conditions on the base plan. It is similar to previous work on bipartite
8
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Figure 5. Examples of constraint violations in C ERBREC. In (A), data from the multiplied result has a shape
that is inconsistent with the expected shape of the left_operand, therefore the added_result is not calculated
(no color means non-ground). (B) shows that the constraints can be violated even when data is non-ground:
added_result is decimal type but concatenate_text expects text inputs.

planning for generating narrative discourse where the higher-level discourse planning operations use
predicates that are descriptors on the base story plan (Winer & Young, 2016a, 2017). The interactive
planning domain is called the Plan-Design Domain
During plan-designing (i.e., the act of authoring a plan), users can create invalid base plans
which could not execute in the base environment. Except for cycles (not allowed by the system),
users are not prevented from taking missteps; instead, they are informed through a warning message
as shown in Figure 5. When a user does some plan-design action that creates an invalid base plan,
it is as though the planning agent proposes to walk through an obstacle in Figure 1.
The set of actions that are available to the user which are relevant here include
• Add {operation} from {schema} to {sub-plan},
• Remove {operation} from {sub-plan},
• Add {binding} from {variable} to {variable}, and
• Remove {binding} from {variable} to {variable}
• Bootstrap {datum} on {variable}
• Remove {datum} from {variable}
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where elements in {} are variables representing C ERBREC domain and plan elements. Users can
bootstrap datum to a variable, which is where the user can supply small data manually through a GUI
such as a name, a scalar, or a short array, instead of reading data from a database or a streaming
source (see C ERBREC plans can execute with arbitrary data input, but bootstrapped data is hardcoded into the plan. Bootstrapping data is equivalent to creating a dummy operation with no inputs
and whose only output is the bootstrapped data that supplies the original input through a binding
link. Other actions that are less relevant to this work include changing position of operations, adding
control points to binding links, changing the viewing order of variables, importing and exporting
data, creating data from file, loading and saving plans from file, etc.
The C ERBREC design planner is a planner that takes a base plan and performs a sequence of
plan-design steps. The planner iteratively selects a flaw in the plan, and then selects a repair method,
until there are no more flaws, similar to a classic plan-space POCL algorithm Weld (1994); Younes
& Simmons (2003). There are 2 kinds of flaws:
1. Violated Constraint Flaw represented as a binding link and set of constraints that are violated. The flaw is repaired by removing some binding link in the causal ancestry to the
binding link, or removing the binding link itself.
2. Un-supplied Input Flaw represented as an input of an operation which is not supplied by a
binding link or by bootstrapped data. The flaw is repaired by adding some binding link with
the output of another operation, either one that is newly added to the plan or is reused, and
whose output is consistent with the un-supplied input via the constraints of the base plan.
The design planner is used to generate a suggested sequence of plan-design steps to make a plan
valid and complete. A solution to the PDGR will provide a heuristic for guiding the design planner.
The planner should select the action that approaches the predicted goal state i.e. the user’s goal plan.
A heuristic ranks neighboring nodes by estimating which plan is closer to the goal.
We have introduced the C ERBREC platform and described what is considered the base planning
domain and the plan-design domain for the PDGR problem. Next, we describe how we learn from
observations in service of solving the PDGR problem.

5. Learning from Observations
In the PDGR problem, the observations are an alternating sequence of base plans and plan-design
actions. In C ERBREC, a complete sequence (i.e., fully observable) of plan-design actions (without
the base plans) starting from Figure 3 might be
1. Add Operation READ - FROM - DATABASE
2. Bootstrap Input VOCAB - DIR on READ - FROM - DATABASE
output,V ocab

3. Add Binding READ - FROM - DATABASE −−−−−−−−→ C ONDENSED O NE HOT F ROM VOCAB
In other words, the user has the vocab data already prepared in their directory and just needs to read
it into the plan using READ - FROM - DATABASE operation, and link it to the V ocab variable.
10
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We collect observations in two different ways to train a model to perform PDGR: (1) artificially
perturbing valid and complete plans, and (2) from session data. After our preliminary studies are
finished, we could then also validate PDGR with live users receiving plan-design suggestions. At
first, we plan to only offer those suggestions when users enter invalid base plan states (violate
constraints).
We convert any C ERBREC base plan into a vectorized form by establishing a vocabulary of
bindings (i.e., the binding vocabulary (BV)). Given the full set of schemata, the BV is the complete
set of output, input pairs between every schemata pair including itself, even if they are necessarily
inconsistent via their constraints. Additionally, we include a singleton (∅, i) for each input variable
that is supplied by in-place bootstrapped data. Some composite schemata are provided directly from
the domain which are called pre-built composites, and the BV includes pre-built composite inputs
and outputs, whereas others are defined as a sub-plan relative to a composite schema or are saved
by the user and are not included. There are currently around 50k items in the vocab, and the size of
the vocab could be reduced for output/input pairs that occur too infrequently. The binding id refers
to the index of a binding link.
Given a binding vocabulary and a base plan, the vectorized base plan is a sequence of binding ids
whose sequence respects the partial ordering of operations in the plan, such that for every operation
in the plan, all binding ids for its inputs occur before every binding id with any output. This is
sufficient to characterize plans minus the ground data. Every vectorized plan is padded so they all
share the same dimensionality. Now, any observation sequence can be represented as a sequence of
base plan vectors and each plan-design action is a transition through vectorized plan-space.
We adapt an autoencoding transformer for our task and train on vectorized base plans as
though they were sentences whose binding ids are token ids. The merit of autoencoding transformers
like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) is that they can leverage the tokens from anywhere in the sentence,
not just sequentially like with autoregressive encoders like GPT. The main objective of the learning
procedure is to mask tokens in the sentence and try to recover the original token via multiple layers
of neural attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). Given that our base plans are partially ordered and
bindings can be inserted anywhere in the plan, not just at the end of the sequence, the autoencoder
is a more natural choice than an autoregressive approach. In addition, the resulting encoding can
then be used and mixed with other approaches like LSTM and further fine-tuned on 1 or more
downstream tasks.
Our adaptation works by treating bindings as tokens and doing Masked Binding Modeling
(MBM) where we mask bindings in the vectorized plans and train the model to recover the binding
id. Rather than using positional encoding which is sensitive to the length of the training inputs,
we adapt a recently evaluated technique by Press et al. (2021) where they simply perform a linear
interpolation to each dot product based on the distance from the query word in the sentence. We
experiment with different methods for this where notably instead of just using raw token distance,
we can use our own plan-based definition of distance that is based on a distance between binding
links, which we call binding distance. In essence, the binding distance is based on converting
the plan to a network where variables are nodes, binding links are edges, and also for every operation, each input is adjacent to each output, as shown in Figure 6. The resulting distance matrix
is [MAX - SEQ - LEN, MAX - SEQ - LEN] (max sequence length), tiled to the number of attention heads
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Figure 6. Illustration of a binding network overlaying a C ERBREC plan. The binding network shows how
binding distance is calculated between binding ids 1 through 8. By using the network form of the plan,
distances reflect the path through the binding links and operations which may better capture the degree of
relatedness between bindings.

and batch size to shape: [BATCH - SIZE, NUM - ATT- HEADS, MAX - SEQ - LEN, MAX - SEQ - LEN] so then
it can simply be added to each layer. Figure 7 shows a snippet of the learning architecture and the
shapes within a single layer of the network where the binding distances are added.
We make only two edits to BERT: (1) removing positional encoding and (2) adding distance
interpolation weights. The rest of the architecture is exactly the same as BERT. The full architecture
of our method is implemented within the C ERBREC platform and is exportable to a JSON file which
we will upload to a git repository, though the model is better displayed through the platform and
can be viewed and edited for free by users. Because the binding vocabulary is comparable in size to
a language vocabulary, our initial experiments start from the classic BERT-base model parameters
which uses 12 encoder layers of size of 768 with 12 attention heads. Initially, we adopt a maximum
sequence length of 128 bindings which currently is large enough for our pre-built models. Plans
that are shorter are padded.
The learning procedure occurs in phases. First we perform MBM by taking complete and valid
pre-built composite operations by masking 1 or more binding ids (in its sub-graph), running the
vectorized base plan through the encoding layers, and learning to decode the masked binding(s).
This results in pre-trained binding embeddings. When only one binding id is masked, the correct
binding must include the only un-supplied input flaw and so the decoder’s task is to recover the
correct supplier. When multiple binding ids are masked, the task is not as straightforward.
The next phase is a self-supervised plan-design fine-tuning task. We start with valid and
complete base plans, and then randomly perturb them for several iterations until they are at least
incomplete and possibly invalid. The original plan before perturbations is considered the goal plan.
The aforementioned design planner is used to select a flaw and perform all possible repairs for the
expanded node in the plan-space search, where some of the child plans are correct next actions
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Figure 7. A snippet of the autoencoding transformer architecture at a single layer which is part of our model
for solving PDGR for C ERBREC; for clarification, C ERBREC is shown here as an implementation of the
solution, not itself the solution to a PDGR problem. The weighted distance interpolation is passed into each
layer and added after the scaled dot product between the queries and the keys, and before applying softmax.

towards the goal (i.e., are on any optimal path to the goal). We learn task weights for a distance
function between the child and the parent and fine-tune the binding embeddings. After every iteration on the design planner, we choose the correct child plan and repeat, irrespective of what
was selected by the distance function. The resulting task weights are plan-space distance weights
(PSDW). We are currently evaluating our approach on a held-out test set of perturbed base plans
and will have preliminary results.
In a third phase, we augment our training process with session data. From the session data,
we’ll extract observation sub-sequences that start with some incomplete or invalid plan and end in
a possible goal state. For example, we can start the observation sub-sequence when a user violates
a constraint (invalid) and end either when the plan is valid and complete or a valid plan that occurs
within n steps. We would then feed these sub-sequences into the fine tuning task. In future work,
we hope to demonstrate that our learning architecture is sensitive to the context of users’ goals and
that requires session data.
The PDGR problem in the C ERBREC platform is to learn a sequence of plan-design steps that
produce a base plan, which is the inferred goal base plan of the user. Thus, our approach does not
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explicitly use a goal library at run-time and is only trained on goal-like plans (and how to recover
them). Next we step through the process of generating a prediction.

6. Prediction Generation
Now we step through a goal generation example with C ERBREC to demonstrate how plan-design
goal recognition is used to generate a recommendation. Using the plan in Figure 3 as an example,
given a binding vocabulary, we would first convert the plan into a sequence of bindings:
model_dir

1. −−−−−−→ L IVE DATA
T ext,ArrayT exts

2. L IVE DATA −−−−−−−−−−−→ BASIC BATCH T OKENIZER
T okenized,T okens

3. BASIC BATCH T OKENIZER −−−−−−−−−−−→ C ONDENSED O NE H OT F ROM VOCAB
one_hot,OneHot

4. C ONDENSED O NE H OT F ROM VOCAB −−−−−−−−−−→ S ERVE C LASSIFIER
M odelDir

5. −−−−−−→ S ERVE C LASSIFIER
6. [pad] ... ×123
and map each to its index in the binding vocab. Each of the operations are composite schemata
provided directly to the user (and thus their inputs and outputs are in the BV); if any composite
was created by the user, then that composite would be replaced with its sub-plan and the binding
sequence would include the bindings in the sub-plan and not include the parent composite.
V ocab
The plan has an un-supplied binding link: −−−−→ C ONDENSED O NE H OT F ROM VOCAB. The
constraints on this variable are that it is a 1D text array. Since there are no other flaws in the plan,
the design planner selects this flaw and expands the base plan for each way the flaw can be repaired
without violating the constraint. This includes adding a binding link with existing variables that
occur earlier in the plan such as "Text" and adding a binding link with an operation schema that
is added to the graph. The existing base plan is the parent node, and each resulting plan to repair
the selected flaw is a child node on the plan-space search space as with least-commitment planning
(Weld, 1994). The set of valid action types depends on the type of flaw, so a Violated Constraint
Flaw would include actions to remove operations and remove links.
The plan and all children plans are converted into the vectorized form and are compared through
the following steps as depicted in Figure 8:
1 Vectorize the base plan and all children plans and shape into a single matrix that is [n, 128]
shape where n is the number of children plans +1.
2 Feed the input from [1] through the encoder layers to produce binding embeddings shaped
[n, 128, 768] and average them over the sequence to produce [n, 768] plan embeddings.
3 Multiply all embeddings by the aforementioned PSDW weights which have shape [768, h]
where initially we chose h = 1024, resulting in [n, 1024]
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Figure 8. Steps to generate a prediction implemented in C ERBREC. For clarification, this is work implemented with the C ERBREC platform for solving a PDGR problem, but is not itself the result of the solution.
The inputs are a vectorized parent base plan, 17 vectorized children, and the [768, 1024] PSDW weight matrix. The result is the row index of the children plans and represents the plan to select in the plan-space
search.

4 Separate into the parent plan embedding at index 0 and the n − 1 children.
5 Use the similarity score defined by 1 − C OSINE DISTANCE between the parent embedding
and child embeddings and ARG - MAX the index with the highest similarity. The child plan
representing that embedding is the child to select.

7. Conclusion
We have presented our work-in-progress for plan-design goal recognition for (and with) the C ER BREC platform. For clarification, we used our platform, C ERBREC , as both the domain subject
matter and as the implementation of our task solution. Users implement models with our platform,
a process we call plan-design, where the resulting base plans are models whose steps are a sequence
of operations over data. Our platform observes users as they plan-design and uses a neural encoder, also implemented with our platform, to make predictions that can be offered as suggestions
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to the users. Thus, the platform is both introduced as the planning domain of interest and as an
implementation of the solution.
The plan-design goal recognition problem, a sub-type of goal recognition problem where agent
actions are plan-design steps, is relevant to a large class of applications where users are goal-directed
and design plan-like artifacts. While we focused on data modeling with C ERBREC, the class of
applications includes other kinds of plan-like programs that need to be repeatable for new inputs
such as for dialogue workflow design, coding, narrative design, game design, experiment design,
and others. Though the problem is widely applicable, we have not seen any attempts to learn from
a trace of plans created by the user during the design process.
The base planning domain for this work is the C ERBREC domain which is defined to characterize the flow of data through a network of operations. One of our central contributions is that
we introduce a novel way to encode these plans as vectors and learn plan embeddings. More work
is needed to analyze if our approach extends to plans created with standard PDDL domains with
STRIPS operators which are not provided with the capability of creating new ground objects as a
result of execution without an extension like ground object properties (Pérez-Pinillos et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, the C ERBREC formalism for base planning may be desirable for other kinds of taskbased data flow problems.
C ERBREC is a tool that helps users develop models. We hope to make developing machine
learning models less about software development and more about architecture design by addressing
many of the challenges of model development (Zhang et al., 2019; Islam et al., 2019). C ERBREC
can help improve the model development by displaying constraint violations to the user, and future
work will evaluate the time saving effect of the platform. Showing the constraint violation does not
necessarily tell developers how they should solve it for their goal, and it can be challenging to solve
problems with arrays that lead to efficiency gains with GPU hardware. Ultimately, the current work
is our progress towards enabling C ERBREC to give suggestions based on the user’s model design
trajectory.
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